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08756 Magic 2 Mesh WiFi

  

2x WiFi UNITS | Mesh WiFi | Tri-band | 2x Gigabit LAN 

Manufacturer: DEVOLO 

Description 

devolo Mesh WiFi provides for truly seamless Wi-Fi throughout the home. Forget about wireless gaps and experience gigabit Wi-Fi with
maximum performance.

devolo Mesh WiFi includes two (Starter Kit) or three (Whole Home Kit) smart components, which form a joint network (mesh). To do this,
simply connect the first adapter to your router and set up the other two units in your rooms – right in the places where you need full Wi-Fi power!

The tri-band combination of WiFi ac with Powerline technology enables the best and most stable distribution of Internet throughout the home.

Compatible with all devolo Magic series adapters and can be expanded at any time. devolo dLAN series adapters are not supported.

Browsing as you walk from room to room – with the strongest access point

All of the units in devolo Mesh WiFi form a shared Wi-Fi network. Your Wi-Fi-capable devices automatically connect to the strongest access
point. So you can be online with the same access data in all rooms and browse as you go from one room to another without your Wi-Fi signal
getting weaker!

This way, up to 100 end devices are supplied with maximum gigabit Wi-Fi performance in any room with the choice of 2.4 or 5 GHz Wi-
Fi.
Expand it at any time – it's quite easy with additional devolo mesh units!

The difference between devolo Mesh WiFi and devolo Magic sets
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The devolo Mesh WiFi set consists exclusively of Wi-Fi units for replacing your existing router Wi-Fi with a pure mesh network.

Particularly in the case of older routers, you get a boost in performance because your end devices are no longer throttled by obsolete router
Wi-Fi. This means you no longer switch between the Wi-Fi of the router and that of the adapters. Instead, you are always seamlessly connected
to the strongest access point, without changing the connection data.

The fastest tri-band system of its class

The devolo units use Powerline as an additional data highway for connecting to one another through ceilings and walls. Transmission of the
signal over a building's power lines provides additional stability and makes devolo Mesh WiFi the fastest tri-band system in its class. This means
the full Wi-Fi signal is available for your applications.

Overview of advantages

Strong signal over long distances: Powerline technology connects the devolo units with one another and ensures stable data
transmission through ceilings and walls..

Flexible connection options: To enable additional power and LAN connections, the devolo units have multiple Gigabit LAN ports and
integrated electrical sockets.

Optimum mesh tri-band: The combination of Wi-Fi ac with Powerline technology enables the best distribution of Internet throughout the
home.

A strong mesh network: All devolo units form a large, cohesive mesh network with Gigabit Wi-Fi at maximum speeds.

Perfectly co-ordinated: Settings for data security, performance optimisation and smart Wi-Fi options are automatically synchronised in
the network.

More Wi-Fi power: The devolo units provide up to one-hundred end devices with stable, fast Wi-Fi over two frequency bands.
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